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MEMORANDUMOn January 14, 1972, International Brotherhood of Police Officers Division of National Association ofGovernment Employees, hereinafter called the Petitioner, filed a petition with the Connecticut StateBoard of Labor Relations, hereinafter called the Board, alleging that a question or controversy had arisenconcerning the representation of employees of the City of Waterbury, hereinafter called the City, in itsPolice Department, and requesting that pursuant to Section 7-471 of the Municipal Employee RelationsAct, hereinafter called the Act, the Board investigate such controversy and certify to the parties the nameof the representative that has been designated or selected by said employees. Said petition also allegedthat AFL-CIO Council 15 (Waterbury Police Union Local 1237 and Connecticut Council of Police UnionsNo. 15, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, hereinafter called the Union), claimed or might claim to represent some of theemployees in said unit, and that the City had a contract with said Union which “expired December 31,1971."



On February 10, 1972, the Assistant Agent of the Board, Mrs. Tianti, made a payroll comparison for thepurpose of establishing Petitioner's showing of interest in support of its petition. Subsequently, onFebruary 17, 1972, a conference was held in Waterbury at which all parties in interest were represented.At the February 17 conference Mrs. Tianti distributed a Report upon Signature Comparison which read inpart as follows:Number of eligible employees ……………………………………………………. 256Number of membership applications Authorizations x ……. 90Number of signatures favorably responding ……………………………… 51Number of signatures not favorably responding …………………….......... 0Number of applications or authorizations invalidated ……………….. 39*A footnote to the asterisk set forth the following facts:*8 cards were invalidated as they did not appear on the employer's list.1 card was invalidated as it contained no date.30 cards were disallowed as not current. They are dated 4-29-71 through 5-13-71, and 1 carried date of6-18-71.Current dates commenced 12-12-71 through 1-13-72.Since the number of signatures favorably corresponding indicated less than the "substantial interest"required by the Act, Section 7-471(1)(A), and defined by Board regulation as "thirty per cent of themembership of the claimed unit" Section 7-471-4(4), the Report would not have entitled Petitioner to anelection.From this Report and finding of the Assistant Agent, Petitioner appealed to the Board and a hearing onsaid appeal was heard before the Board at the City Hall in Waterbury on February 28, 1972. All partieswere present at the hearing and were represented by counsel. Full opportunity was given to adduceevidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses and make argument. Counsel for each of the partieswrote a letter to the Board (at its suggestion) citing decisions by the National Labor Relations Board,hereinafter NLRB, relevant to the matter at issue.
DISCUSSIONThe main bone of contention is the Assistant Agent's ruling that 30 cards should be disallowed becausethey were stale. These cards were all dated during the period April 29, 1971, through May 13, 1971,except one which carried the date June 18, 1971. The cards which were allowed were all dated during theperiod from December 12, 1971 through January 13, 1972. At the conference of February 17, Mrs. Tiantitold the parties of her decision. She based it upon the time interval between the earlier and later sets ofcards and the fact that this showed lack of continuity in the organizing campaign, that it had not been an"ongoing thing" so that the earlier cards were not current (Tr. 66-68). No one at the conference claimedthat there had been coercion or an atmosphere of fear which had interfered with the signing of cardsduring the interval. Other possible objections to the cards were suggested at the hearing but Mrs. Tianti'sruling was based on the time interval and she did not reach these other matters.



This Board has never ruled on the question presented here but has ruled that a showing of interest tosupport a petition must be established by cards signed prior to the filing of the petition itself. St. FrancisHospital and Charter Oak Union, Local #531 BSEIU, AFL-CIO, Case No. E-1614, Decision No. 785 (1968).Because of this ruling, Mrs. Tianti felt that she was not free to allow the Petitioner further time to updatethe cards which were not current, and she did not suggest this possibility; nor did the Petitioner'srepresentative request it.Mrs. Tianti's ruling was based on what she believed to be the National Labor Relations Board's practice.This is entirely proper. The principles upon which NLRB operates are reasonably clear. The cards mustbe "current”. A. Werner & Sons, Inc., 114 NLRB 629 (1955). Current cards are those signed "during thesame organizational campaign." Those signed "during an earlier organizing campaign" are not current.Grand Union Co., 122 NLRB 589 (1958) (see footnote 1). Cf. Knickerbocker Plastics Co., Inc., 104 NLRB514, enf’d 218 F. 2d 917 (9th Cir. 1955). In the Grand Union case NLRB distinguished an earlier decision,Safeway Stores, 99 NLRB 48 (1952), which seemed to sanction the use of cards from an earlier campaignby pointing out that the current majority did not depend upon their use. Grand Union Co., supra, 590,footnote 1.If an organization campaign is interrupted by an unfair labor practice, NLRB holds that the requisitecontinuity may be found to exist so as to validate cards signed during the earlier phase of the interruptedcampaign. Knickerbocker Plastics Co., Inc., supra. No such showing was made to Mrs. Tianti at theconference of February 17. An abortive attempt to show fear and coercion was made at the hearingbefore the Board, but was abandoned when the Board ruled that it would open up the Petitioner'switness to cross-examination upon the identity of his informants. It is true that prohibited practicecharges were filed with the Board by three individuals, which charges are supported by the Petitioner.But there is nothing to suggest that this caused or accounted for the seven month interval between theearlier group of signings and the more recent group. The complaints concern discharges which hadoccurred in the summer of 1970; they were filed in February, 1971, and were pending when the firstgroup of signatures was obtained and when the later group was obtained as well as during the intervalbetween them. There is nothing before the Board to support an inference that coercion, an atmosphere offear, or prohibited practices caused or contributed in any way to the time interval which Mrs. Tiantifound controlling.The most serious difficulty is posed by the fact that the interval was less than a year. In no case cited to usby any of the parties did NLRB disallow cards less than a year old and the Petitioner claims that all cardssigned within a year should be held current. The decisions cited to us do not, as we read them, indicatethat this is NLRB's governing principle. Where there is a continuous (or improperly interrupted)organization drive, NLRB has accepted cards more than a year old. Knickerbocker Plastics Co., Inc., supra.Where cards have been disallowed NLRB has stressed the fact that they were obtained during an earliercampaign rather than the mere length of time between signings. From these cases we conclude that Mrs.Tianti correctly applied NLRB's test and we uphold her ruling that the earlier cards shown to her werenot current.In a letter to the Board, Petitioner's counsel stated that an attorney for Region One (Boston) of NLRB hadinformed him by telephone that this region, as a matter of policy "accepts all cards with dates of one yearor less." On the other hand counsel for the City of Waterbury in a letter to the Board assures us that"telephone conversations by the undersigned with examiners in the Boston Regional Office and the NewYork Regional Office leads the undersigned to the conclusion that the NLRB test, as used by these offices,is not so much the date of the cards (i.e., whether they are six months old or ten months old) but the testand key is whether the campaign is a current and continuous campaign." The difference between therepresentations of counsel gives strong support to this Board's consistent ruling that it will be guidedonly by evidence produced before it (with the safeguards afforded by cross-examination and the basic



principles of evidence - though not all their technical detail). We do not, therefore, consider eitherstatement in coming to our conclusion.If we felt bound to test the correctness of Mrs. Tianti's ruling by applying NLRB's rules in literal detail wewould probably set the matter down for a further hearing to resolve the questions of practice raised bycounsel's respective letters. We do not, however, feel so bound. While we always accord the greatestweight to NLRB' s rulings we have departed from them where we have found them unsuitable to thesolution of local problems. See, e.g., Norwich City Cab Co., Case No. E-720, Decision No. 366 (1955). Andhere we adopt as our own the guiding principles which we understand inform NLRB's rulings (and we doso even though it may be that NLRB makes a somewhat different detailed application of them in practice).We find, specifically:(1) That currency of cards is the proper test to be applied.(2) That currency, in turn, depends upon the continuity of the organizational campaign during whichthe cards are signed and that it is the Agent's function to make the initial finding concerningcontinuity.(3) That Mrs. Tianti's finding that the later cards in this case were obtained in a separate organizationcampaign which was not a continuation of the earlier (April-May) campaign, was reasonableunder the facts in this case.(4) The Assistant Agent's report is therefore upheld.Ordinarily these findings would lead to a dismissal of the petition. The Petitioner, however, urges thatthis would be unfair under the circumstances here presented since it had no advance notice that so stricta test of currency would be applied. Ordinarily, of course, this is one of the risks inherent in any systemwherein the tribunal has any latitude in making decisions after the facts. No one, for example, can be surewhether a later jury will find his conduct reasonable until long after he must make the choices which hisconduct entails. Nevertheless this has never been accounted an advantage of the system but rather amore or less inevitable by-product of it. And there has been increasing judicial recognition that in somesituations it is wiser and fairer to limit the effect of significant and often unexpected rulings, so far aspracticable, to that which is prospective. This seems peculiarly appropriate in the case of anadministrative tribunal in the exercise of a function which is at least as much quasi-legislative as quasi-judicial.In the present case the Petitioner stated at the hearing that within 72 hours of Mrs. Tianti's ruling, itsucceeded in getting updated, new cards from those whose old cards had been disallowed. Under ourordinary rules, from which we have no intention to depart, these new cards could not be considered and,quite properly, Mrs. Tianti would not have considered them. In the peculiar circumstances of thisparticular case, however, in order to avoid possible unfairness of what the Petitioner calls the retroactiveeffect of our ruling, we exercise our discretion not to dismiss the petition but to remand the matter toMrs. Tianti to determine whether the earlier cards which she properly disallowed, or any of them, areshown by satisfactory evidence to represent current interest on the part of the signer of each card. Suchevidence will be limited to events which transpired within one week after her ruling (e.g., a card obtainedwithin that period). We make this ruling on the assumption that if Petitioner had realized that the earliercards might be held not current, it could have validated them before filing the petition if it was able to doso within a few weeks thereafter. It will be noted that the concatenation of events which calls for thepresent exceptional ruling is not likely to be repeated - certainly not in the same context.



If, on remand, Mrs. Tianti finds that enough cards are current to overcome the objection that led to herprior ruling, she will then proceed to consider any other matter that is relevant to the showing of interest.
DIRECTION1. The Assistant Agent's Report is in all respects upheld.2. The petition is not, however, dismissed, but remanded to the Assistant Agent to determinewhether the cards which were disallowed because they bore a date not current, or any of suchcards, are shown by proper evidence to represent current interest on the part of the signer of eachcard (such evidence to be limited to events which transpired within a week after February 17,1972).3. If on remand the Assistant Agent finds that enough cards are current to overcome the objectionthat led to her prior ruling, she will then proceed to consider any other matter that is relevant tothe showing of interest and to make a further Report.
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